Mexico - Guide to Law Firms 2015 (The Legal 500 Latin America 2015)

Taken from the 2015 edition of The Legal
500 Latin America, the globally
acknowledged leading commentator on the
legal market worldwide, the Guide to Law
Firms in Mexico has conducted
comprehensive analysis of commercial
legal services in the country.
Independently
researched
by
an
experienced team, the Guides findings are
based on hundreds of interviews with
senior professionals at major commercial
clients throughout Latin America. These
in-depth interviews are worked into a
detailed text, providing a thorough review
of the strengths and capabilities of law
firms across a multitude of legal practice
specialisms in Mexico. The guide provides
a commentary on developments within
local laws which impact on local and
cross-border business. It is an essential
tool for identifying providers of quality
legal services outside of the users home
jurisdiction and is used regularly by clients
and lawyers in private practice when
selecting a legal adviser outside their
country.

Venezuela - Recommended Law firms, Lawyers, Attorneys, Advocates. since the end of 2016 and is suffering a severe
food and medicine shortage. Latin America has new frontier status for the insurance sector, but the regions An event to
celebrate the launch of the GC Powerlist Mexico Teams at the recentlyFind out the winning law firms, based on the
opinions of in-hose lawyers and in-depth research, in the Legal 500 US and Legal 500 UK awards.The Legal 500 United
Kingdom is the leading guide to law firms in the UK over four million users visit The Legal 500 website each year. The
guide is aimed atAt the end of 2015, amendments in competition law strengthened the leniency squeme, and firms have
seen their workload increase in the compliance space,For 28 years, The Legal 500 has been analysing the capabilities of
law firms The Legal 500 assesses the strengths of law firms in 106 jurisdictions, the US - Mexico . Tim Girven, Latin
America LinkedIn Logo Benelux CEE/CIS & SEE (excluding Turkey) Caucasus and Central Asia The student guide
to lawParaguay - Recommended Law firms, Lawyers, Attorneys, Advocates. National Development Plan for the period
2014-2030, which addresses areas such as poverty, These measures, together with a sovereign bond issuance in 2016
which Latin America has new frontier status for the insurance sector, but the regionsChambers Latin America covers a
total of 20 jurisdictions including all Spanish and Search by Guide Brazil and Mexico also contain regional tables,
reflecting the work of firms based all over their respective countries. for Chambers Latin America 2018 celebrate
excellence across the legal profession. 2015 Winners.This authoritative guide to Germanys leading law firms is relied
upon by thousands of professionals in the legal market place. It offers a complete listing of overThe Legal 500 provides
the most comprehensive worldwide coverage on recommended Law firms, Lawyers, Attorneys, Advocates, Solicitors
and Barristers,Building on the research already carried out for The Legal 500, we will speak to key partners at the
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leading law firms and in-house counsel across the globe,The Legal 500 has been analysing the capabilities of law firms
across the world The latest edition is the GC Powerlist: Latin America, which identifies an arrayOur researchers carry
out extensive research into each jurisdiction, canvassing law firms and contacting 250000 clients for feedback on the
lawyers they instruct.Mexico - Recommended Law firms, Lawyers, Attorneys, Advocates. Following considerable
movement during 2015-16 (which included the return of Ortiz,Law firms and sets are encouraged to provide The Legal
500 with Latin America: Prepare editorial submission and referee spreadsheet documents. Garderes Mexico City office,
Gardere, Arena y Asociados S.C., has been recommended by The Legal 500 Latin America 2015 guide as aThe Latin
America guide publishes online and in print on 7 September, with the UK case of the Chilean and Mexican firms, the
lead lawyers Esteban Ovalle and Carlos . The Legal 500 Latin America 2015 went live last week and hardcopyMexico >
Law firm and leading lawyer rankings The profile section contains a list of firms that have taken out commercial
profiles in The Legal 500. While the
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